Tech Wins Over Harvard - H. C.
Cross Country Team Takes First 6 Places

The Tech-Cross-Country team completely trampled the teams of Harvard and Holy Cross last Friday at Franklin Park. The Bears compiled the lowest possible score for a meet of 16 places. Harvard scored 41 points and Holy Cross 69.

Tech took the first six places and also the eighth place. Only O'Leary of Holy Cross with a seventh place managed to break up the monotonous enjoyment by the Beavers.

Good Season Anticipated
When interviewed after last Friday's meet, Coach Hedlund expressed his deep satisfaction with what the boys had shown him in the race. He expects the team to beat Tufts and Mass. in the next two meets, and gives Tech an even chance to beat New Hampshire the week before the New England championships. In the championship, however, Coach Hedlund sees his team enjoying by the Beavers.

Tie for First Place
Leading the team across the finish line were Captain Harold Knapp and Oscar Noss, finishing in a dead heat. Knapp is the spiritual leader and the hardest worker of the team, and he serves his muscle–filled body with powerful strides acquired after years of training. Noss glides along the ground and his thin legs hardly seem to touch the turf, but only thorough hard work does he accomplish this.

Iron Man" Harold Knapp finished just a few strides behind the leaders. Hank has just finished a season to explain track and is now serving on the AA executive committee.

For fourth place another tie was recorded between Captains A. A. Ashdown, 4-415; H. F. Powers, 4-946; W. W. West, 4-556; C. H. Robèlgen, 3-704; and M. S. Shields, 3-506. The abilities of all members of the society is drawn to both the dinner and the meeting.

Tech Skippers Annex Oberg Trophy Crown For Seventh Victory

Engineers Place In Fourth Spot
At Coast Guard

Snatching their seventh consecutive victory in the semi-annual competition, the Tech skippers failed to triumph over five Greater Boston competitors, but they clinched the fourth place in the Danmark Trophy regatta last Sunday.

In New London waters over the weekend, the Engineers placed third in the Danmark Trophy competition; as Brown topped the underlying Yale forces for first honor.

Northern Second
Placed by Ralph Dumas and Phil Bridges, Tech annexed 37 points in winning the Greater Boston Dinghy Championship, as New London again ran a close second with 33 marks. In third place was Harvard with 25 points, followed by Boston University with 19, Tufts 15, and Boston College 13.

Although individual high point honors were captured by Harvard freshman Frank Scully, Tech's team tied at 37 points with three competitors for second place among the five schools. Phil Bridges came through with 33 more points for M.I.T. as he capped third division skipper, while the combination of Dan Greenspan, John Lawson and Dick Weiss attained the 30 remaining points in Tech's victory total.

Tie for Fourth

Harped by strong tides and light winds, Technology couldn't garner only a fourth place tie in the sixth annual I.Y.R.A. International Danmark Trophy regatta on the Thames River, under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard Academy, at the close of the 32 races in the two-day regatta. Brown scored in first place with 3 points, followed by Yale 174, Coast Guard 160, M.I.T. and Toronto 141 each, Harvard 134, Holy Cross 116, Princeton 95, Trin- ity 47, and Darien 34.

A point 20-point lead by Brown marked the end of the first day of racing, while Tech, suffering from the absence of Commodore Ralph Evans, was back in seventh place among seven entries.

Baseball

A strong tidal current moving to a headwind, Technology, using a sub-machine channel added to the jibes of the Charlestown skipper — unable to reach the line — during the two days of race- ing. Railing in the first division, Dan Greenbaum scored 66 points ahead of the field, while second-divi- sion skipper Phil Bridges, Dick Wells and Bob Coulson tied the remaining markers for the Engineers.

Wood Trophy Sunday

Tech's Nautical Association will play host to their sailing teams on Sunday at the Pittsfield Annual Pentaglacial Regatta for the Jack Wood Trophy skipper from Brown, Coast Guard, Dartmouth, Harvard and Tech only at the Charles in dinghy competition.

THE TECH
Walker Library Adds
Four New Phonographs

The Walker Memorial Library has added four new record players to its musical department, which at present time includes over 1600 rec- tords.

The new phonographs are equipped with two sets of earphones each, in order to allow two people to listen to a record at a time with disturbing other students. They were installed for the time being in the Trophy room, but this situation may be changed at any time.

The library is placing a special emphasis on music, as many students, especially freshmen, have shown an interest in this opportu-
nities.

Sigma Xi Sponsors Nuclear Research Lecture by Dunning

On Thursday, October 13, the In- stitute chapter of the Society of the Sigma Xi, scientific research so- ciety of America, will sponsor a publi- c address, with demonstrations, by Dr. John R. Dunning of Colorado University on “Future Nuclear Re- search.”

Dr. Dunning is well known for his work in the field of nuclear research. His ability as a speaker has won him a high place as an expositor among scientists. The lecture will be held at 8:15 p.m. in Huntington Hall and is open to all interested persons.

Tickets for the dinner may be ob- tained through Professors A. A. Ash- down, 4-415; H. F. Powers, 4-946; W. W. West, 4-556; C. H. Robèlgen, 3-704; and M. S. Shields, 3-506. The abilities of all members of the society is drawn to both the dinner and the meeting.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist
P.O. Box 15, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
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Pentagonal Regatta for the J. F. Oberg Trophy held on the Charles River, under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.

Although individual high point honors were captured by Harvard freshman Frank Scully, Tech's team tied at 37 points with three competitors for second place among the five schools. Phil Bridges came through with 33 more points for M.I.T. as he capped third division skipper, while the combination of Dan Greenspan, John Lawson and Dick Weiss attained the 30 remaining points in Tech's victory total.

Tie for Fourth

Harped by strong tides and light winds, Technology couldn't garner only a fourth place tie in the sixth annual I.Y.R.A. International Danmark Trophy regatta on the Thames River, under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard Academy, at the close of the 32 races in the two-day regatta. Brown scored in first place with 3 points, followed by Yale 174, Coast Guard 160, M.I.T. and Toronto 141 each, Harvard 134, Holy Cross 116, Princeton 95, Trin- ity 47, and Darien 34.

A point 20-point lead by Brown marked the end of the first day of racing, while Tech, suffering from the absence of Commodore Ralph Evans, was back in seventh place among seven entries.